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CHIAPAS, MEXICO:

MISSION CLINIC
by L. A.
Six thousand five hundred extractions in ten days!
Sound impossible for eieven students who each have two
years for one hundred extractions at dental' school? The
wonder is increased knowing that some of this time was
also spent in restorative dentistry.
The mission trip to Chiapas, Mexico, was felt to be extremely satisfactory by all participants. Besicies visiting a
new land with varied scenery and customs, approximately
2,000 patients were helped.
The work started early each morning in the already
warm sun. Some students, who had only 20 to 25 extractions to their credit in clinic, found their first patients in
need of having many teeth removed. The condition of the
teeth were not what is ordinarily seen in the clinic. Many
teeth had decayed to the gingiva and forceps were almost
useless . Under such circumstances the straight # 301 elevator was a real aid . All students returned home lauding
the praises of this valuable instrument.
One day, just as work had ended, a Chamula Indian
brought in his wife with a badly swollen lower jaw. Examination showed a molar with a small lesion to the pulp to
be the cause. What a job to explain the necessity of removing this tooth even though the crown was largely intact!
Finally the extraction was completed and the patient on
her way with an injection of antibiotic and a four day oral
supply.
Another problem was trying to explain the reason for
extracting retained primary cuspids when the permanent
cuspids were the ones out of line and looking odd. Anomalies such as fused incisors and three rooted lower molars provided many souvenirs. Transposition, torso version and lingual eruption were not uncommonly seen in
some towns.
One patient had a basal cell carcinoma removed from
the ala of his nose. The student placed good sutures and
dressing and since we would be gone before the sutures
should be removed the patient was instructed to have the
local school teacher remove them. The next afternoon the
patient was back. Could he go home even though he had
to cross a river? The water was higher than usual. How

LEWIS

high? Almost to here- his belt. · An hour after we returned to the mission he walked in. How he got there is a
guess for it ":':~S a 55-mile trip and we had seen no other
truck.
We ended each day with a sore back from bending
over the patients wh_, were seated on chairs or benches.
However this inconvemenLe was quickly forgotten while
swimming in the river or showering in the waterfall outside of town . Although the experience gained in Mexico is
different from that obtained in the United States, the trip
has proved valuable in developing confidence, in gaining
knowledge of instruments and in working with a people
whose language and customs are a barrier.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ d.s.a. _ _ _ _ _ _

WHEN IN ROME • •

•

On July 21 of this past summer two of our "World
Travelers," Walter Krest, and Ralph Yeoman, technicians
here in the School of Dentistry, left for a visit to several
countries in Europe. They traveled by train to New York
then sailed on the Cristofaro Colombo via the Azores to
Gibraltar. Then after two days more of sailing. on the
Mediterranean they landed at Naples, Italy.
Their second stop after visiting the ancient city of Pompeii was Rome or Roma as it is called in Italy. While it is
a city perhaps more than 2,000 years old it is very much
alive, the people dress well, and the modern is always contrasted noticeably with the old.
Mr. Krest had a letter of introduction to the dean of the
College of Dentistry at the University of Rome through
the Ticonium Company. He is known there as the President and head Oral Surgeon. His office was in a two story
building about the age and size of our own school here in
Lorna Linda. It was rather plain on the outside but the inside was spotless and had beautiful terrazzo floors through-
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out. After a short wait on a busy secretary and a busier
President they were shown through the school with intermittent phone calls to the President at about every department. The President had spent some time in Boston so he
was able to speak English quite well. At times other persons or professors as they were called took turns in showing the visitors around. They were all quite friendly and
while they were under pressure somewhat they never
seemed to rush.
This building had an area used for hospital patients plus
an elaborate room for surgery and quite a bit of work was
being done for patients who had had facial injuries, mandibular fractures, or even growths or tumors in the mandible.
Also there seemed to be a very advanced program in orthodontia. Each department was thoroughly staffed with
nurses-some of other nationalities. Some of the oral surgeons were French. Finally a presentable and capable
young Italian doctor was found who spoke very good English. He showed them other departments and also interpreted for them in the dental laboratory and among the
workers. There were seven technicians employed and the
equipment was quite modern and complete.
Later they were shown through another building which
was older and larger. This is the building where the lower
classmen receive their training. The main clinic was here
also. It was interesting to note that in this building several different kinds of dental equipment were used such as
Siemens, S.S. White, and Ritter. Their classes were not
larger than ours but the minimum course there takes six
years and the special courses take eight, so naturally there
are more students and the staff is larger.
This had been a unique opportunity to visit such a school
as it naturally was quite different than any American
schools. The visitors really appreciated the great effort and
time shown as they had only expected to see a very few
departments and it surprisingly turned out to be quite a
complete tour.
_ _ __ __ d.s.a. _ _______

D.S.A. Scholarship Fund
The Dental Student's Association of Lorna Linda University has as its annual mission project the raising of funds
to be awarded as scholarships to deserving students at the
Escuela Agricola y Industrial del Pacifico lncorporada in
Navajoa, Mexico. This Seventh-day Adventist school,
rendering the equivalent of a high school education in the
United States is accredited by the Mexican Government.
Tuition, including room and board, runs about $300 per
year, per student, to earn sufficient funds to pay for this
schooling. The Scholarship Fund has been set at $400 and
is derived as proceeds from various student projects. On
September 30, the D .S.A. sponsored W alt Disney's "Johnny Tremaine," which netted $238 toward the Fund. The
remaining $162 is to be accumulated between now and
next spring at which time D .S.A. representatives will visit
the school in Navajoa and make the Scholarship presentation.

Wurl's Whirl
by LoEL WuRL
There are just eight months left for us seniors at Lorna
Linda University. This means that more time than ever is
being spent in the Ritter Jungle chopping our way through
transverse ridges, cooking our dentures on open flames in
the cool darkness of night, and following our guides from
clearing to clearing to learn the mysteries of the practice of
dentistry. Even with all this work some of our classmates
find time to enjoy trips to other areas .
One such trip produced suntanned faces and hundreds
of pounds of fish when sixteen fellows boarded a fishing
vessel and went south in the waters of the Pacific to lure
the evasive yellowtail onto their fishing lines. The fishing
was excellent and although only two yellowtail were caught,
they gave the fellows that caught them a real fight. I understand that Larry Shipowick made several trips around
the boat before he landed his, then he rested for quite a
while before picking up his tackle again.
There is talk of another similar fishing trip in the spring
and many of us are looking forward to it.
Our class also had a beach party recently and as usual
some interesting events took place. We did all meet at the
correct place this time, however the problem was that our
corn for the intended corn roast never did arrive - at least
not until we were all leaving. On the way out of the beach
area a taxi arrived with waving arms protruding out of
three windows and the corn coming out of the other. The
Bonlies then told us their tale of woe. They were on their
way to the party with Aso's and Brenneise's when Earl's
car broke down in Buena Park. They had no way of contacting us or getting the car fixed until Bill called his
father-in-law in Los Angeles to come fix it.
In the meantime, Dean got a cab to come the sixteen
miles to the beach . The trip became quite exciting as the
taxi meter kept clocking up fare. When the fare was
equal to the amount of money that Dean had with him and
they were still several miles from the beach, things really
looked bad. It would have been quite a walk to where the
crowd was, especially carrying eight dozen ears of corn.
The cab driver happened to be a considerate fellow and
brought them on to the beach on a "ride now, pay later"
basis.
By the time they arrived at the beach it was late and
most of our class who had been present had gone home.
The next night we had our corn roast in Estol Pruett's
back yard.
The corn tasted just as good there, even if it didn't have
sand in it.
d. s. a.
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STUDENT OF MONTH
by JOHN

DEVINCENZO

Our student of the month, Thorbrod Cebastian Bakland,
claims Stockholm as his birthplace. However, in 1926,
immediately after his birth, the family was forced to move
to Norway where Thor received his
elementary education.
After coming to America he received his Bachelor or Arts degree
from Emmanuel Missionary College
in 1952. He then continued his education at Boston University where
he received the Masters of Business
Administration in 1954. Following
I
this he worked at the United NaT. C. Bakland
tions in New York as a consultant on Scandinavian economy with the Norwegian delegation. Asked why he decided to enroll at L.L.U. and turn his talents to dentistry
he stated, "It's a fascinating field."
He lives with his wife, Jean, and their two children,
Debbie, 11 and Leif, 8. His brother, Leif Bakland, is a
junior dental student. Thor, a senior, consistently maintains a high scholastic record and is active in extra-curricular activities, currently as President of Boys' Chorus and
Chairman of the Student Advisory Committee.
Since coming to Lorna Linda he has developed an avid
interest in sports and he can frequently be seen down on
the volley ball court. Another hobby is painting. We all
probably have admired posters of his on campus. In addition he is noted for his love of gardening, and his yard
is a living testimony to his skill.
_ __ __ _

d.s.a. _ _ __ __
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Wall's Items of Interest
by FRANK

WALL

The race is on - '63 just around the corner - at last
the downhill pull! Summer, for the most part, went by
unnoticed; so, too, will the next two years . Meanwhile,
back at the school, items of interest are :
7.tem: The seniors will be glad to know that after due consideration there will be a Junior-Senior Banquet.
Suggestions ranged from a bull fight in Tijuana to
a plane flight to Catalina.
Item : There are just 10 week days of vacation between
now and the end of the school year, including
Thanksgiving and Christmas. This is viewed by
some as an effort to economize. Still others feel it
is all part of the five-year master plan.
Item: What's happening in the northeast corner of the
clinic? When?
Item : A hearty welcome to the new faculty members from
the Junior Class. We feel fortunate to have you
with us . Caduceus also to the other faculty members for perseverance and dedication .
Item: Aren't the pears good- how about apples? Aren't
the apples good - how about pears?
Item : How many dental students need dental work? 90%!
HOW? WHEN? WHERE? FIRST?
Item: Have you noticed a change in the fellow next to you?
The transition from layman to dentist is half completed. I think a common bond is increasingly apparent, though hard to find in class meetings!
Let's make this the best year at L.L.U. School of Dentistry by pulling together - faculty and students - we
CAN do it.

THE

S. S. WHITE DENTAL
Mfg. Co.
North Hollywood Branch
10663 Burbank Blvd.

by LEE NIXON
Lists have been posted in the student lounge. All those
interested in any one of the sports listed, please make sure
you sign up so you may participate in the sport of your
choice. The "ladders" will soon be put up- let's hope
your name will be on it.
There has been some interest expressed in a winter softball league. It has been suggested that we play one or two
times per month. We would like to hear if there is enough
interest in this to put it into action. Please let your class
Sports Representative know if you are interested. He will
be contacted in the near future .
The golf tournament has tentatively been set for the last
of this month or first part of November. There will be
further announcements concerning the time and place at a
later date. Watch the bulletin board.

Long Beach Branch
1057 Pine Ave.
Los Angeles Branch
San Diego Branch
1138 Wilshire Blvd.
1760 Fifth Ave.

Qualified Knowledge
of
all requirements backed by
many years experience
in successfully fulfilling
the needs of the

DENTAL GRADUATE
BOB CAZIER
Lorna Linda Representative
Bus. HU 2-0470
Res. ED 2-7019
Los Angeles
Covina
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Hygienist's Highlights

QUOTABLE Quotes

by BRENDA SMITH

"I wonder if Dr. Baum has any diet other than wax?"
" I don't like him saying, 'this tooth seems pregnant to
tne.'"
"It seems like this tooth is wearing a girdle.''
"Dean Smith simply scares me."
"Just about now I'm an organized disorganization.''
"We need a 30-hour day to keep up with Dr. Harrison."
"Dr. Hayden is setting us a very good example during
Dr. Harrison's lectures. He sits in the very back row,
shuts his eyes and obviously begins to think very intensely!"
"I was impressed with the friendliness of the people."
"Thought biochemistry was very well organized and· the
anatomy department could take a hint.''
"Too busy to have an impression.''
'The lady of the class thought we should have more
female dental students. Unfortunately, so did all the
single freshmen ."
" Social life lousy."
"Married life confined.''
"We want a lean cadaver."
"I can't figure out how to spend my spare time. "
''I'm sure somdhing must get better !"
"My husband gets ornery."
"We all like the weather."
''I'm all shook."

- School, sui};· and fun: these key words comprise the activities of the Senior Dental Hygiene Class. Yes - it is
school - and this year we have made special efforts to see
that our teachers have the opportunity of not only knowing
each one of us, but of seeing our bright and smiling faces
each morning.
Have you noticed the delectable beach weather? Well so
have the hygienists! Over the week-end of the first of October they sponsored one ofthe most exciting, fabulously
wonderful beach trips ever before slated. And just to prove
their sincere love of the sun, they had another beach party
for theit little sisters on Sunday, October the eighth despite
the cloudy weather.
Fun? Did someone say fun or Senior Dental Hygienists?
Oh well, it doesn't really matter, where there is one the
other is sure to follow. Did you hear about the get-acquainted party for the Junior students. Right here in the
dental building was the center of all this activity. Sure
that was fun, but I bet you missed hearing about the watermelon feed one evening around 10:00 P·!l\ at Kate Lindsay Hall. Yes, that evening was dedicated to the Juniors
and was complete with games and an exhibition of " Our
First Day in Clinic." There have been these and many
other memorable moments.
You can be sure that where there is school, sun, and fun,
you will find the Senior Dental Hygienists, Class of '62.
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A Complete Laboratory Service
Cast Removable - Denture Crown and Bridge

Porcelain

- lll -

Vitallium- Gold- Luxene- Micro-Bond
We specialize in Advanced Prosthetics
BUTTRESS & DENNER
DENTAL LABORATORY
REpublic 1-9421
ZEnith 3241
3360 W . Olympic Blvd.
Pick up twice Daily
Accredited by Southern Cal Dental Ass'n.

DANIEL'S DILEMMA
OCTOBER 7, 1960, 5:30 P.M.

by DANIE~. FREDERICKSON
The sun is leaving its usual rusty-red hue on the horizon
as it sinks behind a sea of Basin smog. A blanket of fog
folds in from the coast to sift into and among the quiet
dwellings of a peaceful community. A community whose
inhabitants are "ultimately concerned," who live to serve,
to learn, and to gain wisdom in their search for Truth.
West from the center of town is Daniell's Hall and from
the lobby can be heard the resounding voice of Jerome
Himes singing "I Walked Today Where Jesus Walked."
This scene is not typical of the closing hours of a Sabbath at the Hall and in the community. Many in the dorm
take supreme advantage of the Sabbath as a day of rest and
meditation. Each one perhaps can say at the end of the
day that he had listened to the "still small voice."
That "still small voice" is not beyond any of us if we
will listen for it. For it is that voice which will produce
in us the desire to serve humanity in keeping with the
motto of our University: "To Serve the Whole Man."
Tomorrow we have this opportunity in a very tangible
way - Welfare Clinic. Remember, these patients are not
"guinea pigs" for our manipulation, but human beings capable of responding to love and understanding.
Last Thursday was the Freshman-Sophomore picnic. A
warm, clear day provided a great setting for a good-timehad-by-all we hope get-acquainted party. The activities
commenced at 1:00 p.m. with a softball game that would
have precipitated Casey Stengel's retirement fifteen years
ago. Sophomore coach, Wally Pitts, former pitcher for
the former world champion Pittsburg Pirates, pulled his
first squad after the third inning. A "few" pitches later
the Freshmen took a commanding 13-3lead. A late inning
rally fizzled and the game ended, a Freshmen victory.
In football it was a different story. With Eldon Dickinson quarterbacking, .the Sophomores took a sudden 13-0
lead in the first half against Bare Seibley's squad. The
staunch defensive play by Hickman, class president Whitcomb and Nash held out for a Sophomore victory. The
remainder of the afternoon was spent recovering either
yourself or the kids . Volley ball and tennis provided out.
lets for the more eager-still-not-tired students. · ··
Dinner was served at six and a movie shown to put the
kids to sleep on the·tlaps of the already drowsy parents.
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Reed's Reaction

• • •

by REED THOMAS
FROM THE WORLD OF MUSIC, By Ernest Newman.
Coward-McCann. 1957. 190 pages.
MORE ESSAYS FROM THE WORLD OF MUSIC, By
Ernest Newman. Coward-McCann. 1958. 260 pages.
As you can see, these two books were published several
years ago, but only recently did I become aware of them.
Therefore, I will not limit myself to just current releases .
The late Ernest Newman, whose four volume biography
of the life of Richard Wagner, one of the greatest works
written in that genre, had been music critic for the London
Sunday Times since the turn of the century. These two
volumes are compounded of essays taken from his articles
for the Times .
Not only did Ernest Newman possess one of the most
penetrating critical minds in regard to the arts in general,
and music in particular, but a wit second to none. His
comments range from a study of the physiology of criticism, through critical appraisals of numerous composers and
their works, to performers and conductors, who are dealt
some particularly effective blows. Various other topics, e.g.
Esperanto, the universal language; and a hilarious satire
with the fictitious "Moronian" composer, Krszmaly,
(whose name "is pronounced exactly as it is spelled- the
'Krsz' like krsz in krsz, and the 'a' broad with a slightly
guttural inflection"), are dealt with at length.
Krszmaly, ("whose father, an Albanian of the hills,
was the commander of one of the largest submarines in the
Swiss navy"), is described as "the greatest composer that

Quality

Servi<;:e
By

HOYT E. CUSHMAN
DENTAL LABORATORY
3612 W . Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles 19
REPUBLIC 1-3161

ZENITH 8754

Micro - Bond
Porcelain Jackets & Bridges
Crown & Bridge
Vitallium & Gold Cast Partials
Fluid Balance - Swissedentures
Swiss Dalbo & CM 637
Stressbreaker Attachments
Accredited by So. Calif. Dental Assn.
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Hungary has yet produced." Amongst his greatest and
most original compositions was "Concentus Silens." "In
this astounding work Krszmaly has written nothing but
rests . The mere sight of his score, with its many time
signatures, its syncopated rests, its cross rhythm rests, its
bewildering polyphony of rests, should be enough to convince the most skeptical of the profound originality of
Krszmaly's genius. The work was first performed by a
select choir of Trappist monks on 1st April 1927." Such
is the wit that permeates these two volumes.
The typical "musical appreciation" book is in my opinion one of the greatest bores in literature, but these volumes are not musical appreciation books in the usual sense
of the term, (although it would seem impossible to read
these works without developing a greater sense of musical
appreciation) . They are brilliant and witty essays by the
most outstanding muzika kritikisko ( esperanto) of our
time.
The essays in these two volumes represent but a mere
fraction of Ernest Newman's output for the London Times,
and in the second volume intimation is made that more
volumes are in order ; I certainly hope so.
RECORDS:
Benjamin Britten : SPRING SYMPHONY. Orchestra and
Chorus of the Royal Opera House, Covent Garden. With
Jennifer Vyvyan, Norma Procter, and Peter Pears. London
OS25242.
The Spring Symphony, one of Britten's major works,
was composed in 1949; cast in the same manner, generally

speaking, as Mahler's Song of the Earth, in that poems of a
similar theme are set to music for soloists and orchestra,
and in the case of Britten, chorus also . Fourteen choice
English poems, spanning several centuries are divided into
four groups corresponding to four symphonic movements.
The work begins with the winter of the introduction and
ends with the arrival of summer at the climax of the finale.
This is a contemporary work, but don't let that term prejudice, for this is contemporary music which is readily accessible, as well as brilliantly original; a situation not often
encountered in contemporary, and more especially avante
garde music. In this composition Britten has produced
some of the most intricate and beautiful vocal music ever
The performance is definitive, being conducted by Britten himself, who like Stravinsky is the world's greatest
conductor of his own compositions. The comparison with
Stravinsky is also valid on the level of composition. T o
me, Britten is a peer with Stravinsky amongst living composers. With each playing of this work it becomes more
fascinating, and that is to me one of the prime requisites
of a great composition. The recorded sound is, as usual
with London, beautiful, with the large chorus well defined
2-nd broad-spread.
PASS IN REVIEW : Production by Bob Sharples. London
SP 44001.
For rousing good fun this is the stereo spectacular recording to end them all. The format of this recording is
a parade with bands which march from left to right sides

DENTAL INSlTRANCE
The Southern California State Dental Association has provided and recommends the following insurance policies for
members.
1. GROUP MALPRACTICE INSURANCE.
The complete protection policy that defends and protects your assets and good name and that is
under the supervision of the S.C.S.D.A. Insurance Committee.

2. DISABILITY INCOME PROTECTION UP TO $500 A MONTH.
3. FAMILY HOSPITAL MAJOR MEDICAL EXPENSE POLICY.
4. SPECIAL LOW COST LIFE INSURANCE PLAN.
5. DENTAL EQUIPMENT FLOATER.
Save Money Through The Association Plans of Insurance.

KEELING & COMPANY
Los Angeles 5, California

765 South Harvard Boulevard
DU. 8-1391

Dental Insurance Specialists for Thirty Years

d.s.a.
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of your living room with a realism never before captured
on discs, or tape either for that matter. The dynamic range
of this recording is unbelievable (except to your neighbors) and distortion is absent even in the innermost
grooves. The last selection is Sousa's Stars and Stripes Forever performed by a band of two hundred virtuoso musicians. Every strand in the enormous sonorities is sharply
delineated. Needless to say, only fine equipment can reveal the magnificent sound London's engineers have engraved in these grooves, but this is for enthusiasts, or hi-fi
"nuts," depending upon your point of view.
_ _ _ _ _ _ d.s.a. _ _ _ _ __

Freshman Organization
October 2, the Freshman Class elected officers and faculty sponsor for the coming year. Mr. Ronald Curtis was
elected president; Mr. Merle Hickok, vice president; Miss
Marlene Schultz, secretary-treasurer; Mr. Gene Rathbun,
chaplain; and Dr. Melvin Lund, faculty sponsor.
The Freshman Class would like to thank the Sophomore Class for the picnic on October 5, 1961.
_ _ _ _ _ _ d.s .a. _ _ _ _ __

dentists will excel, and be able to meet the increasing responsibilities which are being imposed by society." To
the question, "What are your special interests outside of
dentistry," he replied simply, "home and family."
"Welcome, Captain, we're glad to have you aboard."

A NEW
FURNACE
For high fusing porcelains
with new features, new looks,
and most important of all,
a price low enough so that
this fine piece of equipment
is within the reach of everyone.
The name of

Our Tutors
by JERRY PENDLETON
Ben W. Oesterling, D .M.D., F.A.C.D., has joined our
faculty this year as Associate Professor in the Department
of Prosthodontics. Although now living in Riverside, he
has lived in many parts of the U.S.,
as well as several places in the Western Pacific, having spent 24 years on
active duty with the U.S. Navy. In
1960, Dr. Oesterling (the "0" is
pronounced like the "P" in swimming.') retired from active duty
with the rank of Captain.
Graduating in 1934 from the
B. W. Oesterling
North Pacific College of Dentistry,
Portland, Oregon, he has had a wealth of teaching experience, including dental intern and residency training in several naval facilities . He holds membership in the American
Denture Society, the American College of Dentists, the
American Board of Prosthodontists, as well as Omicron
Kappa Upsilon, and Xi Psi Phi fraternities .
Partial Dentures is Dr. Oesterling's special field of interest, although he also lists Dental Health Education, Oral
Photography, and Dental Education, as special interests.
Two pointed questions elicited two straightforward answers which revealed much about the man behind the
name. "What is your reason for teaching?" The reply: "I
feel an obligation to dentistry to pass along knowledge and
skill in the fervent hope that the succeeding generation of

BARKMEYER
has represented the ultimate
in quality and dependability
for over a half a century.
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Nature's colors
Nature's colors are variegated and multi-blendednever flat or monochromatic.
Trubyte Bioblend Anteriors appear vital and beautiful in the mouth because they reproduce faithfully
the variegated colors and blends of living teeth.
For the ultimate patient satisfaction, design your
next denture case with nature's colors, found
exclusively in Bioblend!

TRUBVTE~~®
MULTI-BLENDED VACUUM FIRED PORCELAIN ANTERIORS

A Product of The Dentists' Supply Company of N.Y., York, Pa.
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